Creasey teams
A teams event running throughout the year from October. Held on the first Thursday of
every month.

Prize money: per team—overall winners £60; NGS* winners £40; There will be a third prize
for another NGS* winner of £20 if there are 9 or more teams who qualify.


There will be 4 prime members in each team



Prime team of 4 people to be announced at beginning of the year, replacements to
this team allowed if a member leaves the team permanently that year for any reason.



Reserves or substitutes can be brought in when necessary. However if less than 2 of
the 4 prime members are playing then the result cannot count towards the Creasey
team competition. Substitutes may be used as often as needed and not being
permanent members of the team may be used by other teams as required.



Over the year the 7 best results for each team will be calculated to give the overall
winner. The NGS Creasey teams result will be calculated according to the NGS*
rankings of the prime members of the team and any substitutes.



The NGS ranking of each player will be taken at a set point during the year after the
competition has started and for any substitute or new prime member at the first time
they play if it is after this.



Non-members can play in the Creasey team events but only on the first two
occasions will the result for the team be counted for the competition. Once someone
has applied to be a member of the club they are counted as a member even if not yet
ratified.



Anyone not involved in the competition is entitled to make up teams to play in any of
the first Thursday contests and prizes for the evening are given as on any other night
as well as the overall prizes at the end of the year.



Scoring to be done in imps then converted to VP’s, and positions on the ladder to be
calculated in percentages of available victory points.



There will be no entrance fee for the competition beyond normal table money.

* NGS = National Grading scheme as listed by the EBU
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